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Magnetic reconnection
- Breaking and reconnecting of magnetic field 

lines

- change in magnetic topology

- energy conversion: magnetic → kinetic / thermal

- Occurs in many plasmas

- Solar flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs)

- Star formation

- Fusion plasmas

- Possible mechanism: tearing instability (TI)

- Requires finite resistivity

Figure: Schematic representation of

magnetic reconnection



MHD spectroscopy...
- Quantify all waves / instabilities for a given equilibrium state

- How?

- Solve eigenproblem of linearized MHD equations

- Why?

- Instabilities trigger phenomena such as coronal rain or tokamak sawteeth

- Instabilities + eigenoscillations →  physical insight

- Preview of dynamics: what to expect from simulations?

→ much less resource intensive



MHD spectroscopy with
- Finite Element Method (FEM) code

- Linearized compressible MHD equations

- plasma slab

- plasma cylinder

- Includes

- equilibrium flow

- constant gravity

- resistivity

- radiative cooling

- thermal conduction

- (future release: viscosity and Hall)

- Returns

- spectrum of eigenmodes

- corresponding eigenfunctions

(*) Niels Claes et al 2020 ApJS 251 25
https://legolas.science 

(*)

Figure: Typical Legolas output

1D equilibria

3D (Fourier) stability analysis

https://legolas.science


Setup

- Plasma slab with x ∈ [-0.5, 0.5] and 

wavevector k in ŷ-direction

- Magnetic field rotation in slab

(⍺ = 4.73884, close to 3π/2)

- Parameter study of tearing mode

- (Note: current parallel to magnetic 

field at fixed x)

Figure: Part of spectrum of specified equilibrium



Study parameter
Parameter from Chen and Morrison (1990) [1]

with 

to be evaluated where F = 0 (magnetic null plane)

→ ratio of velocity shear to magnetic shear

For our setup:

[1] Chen and Morrison, Physics of Fluids B: Plasma Physics 2, 495 (1990)

3 parameters to vary



Ψ variable and classification
Constant-Ψ vs nonconstant-Ψ
→ approx. constant across magnetic 

null plane (x = 0)?

Incompressible (!) scaling laws from

Chen and Morrison, Physics of Fluids B: Plasma Physics 2, 495 (1990)

Figure: Real and imaginary part of Ψ(x)



Ψ variable and classification

Incompressible (!) scaling laws from

Chen and Morrison, Physics of Fluids B: Plasma Physics 2, 495 (1990)

Figure: Growth rate from Legolas as a function of 𝜂



𝜂 variation is velocity dependent

All parameters 

|G’(0)/F’(0)| are still much 

smaller than 1!



Growth rate vs velocity: 𝛽 dependence
- Parameter choices*

(Note: for equilibrium density 1, parameter 𝛽
corresponds to plasma-𝛽)

- Equilibrium velocity sub-Alfvénic

- Damping / enhancing of growth rate by 

flow is 𝛽 dependent

*From now on, Lundquist number is S = 10⁴

Figure: Growth rate from Legolas as a function of v



Growth rate vs velocity: 𝛽 dependence
- Parameter choices

(Note: for equilibrium density 1, parameter 𝛽
corresponds to plasma-𝛽)

- Equilibrium velocity sub-Alfvénic

- Damping / enhancing of growth rate by 

flow is 𝛽 dependent

- BUT: common falling-off point near

Figure: Growth rate from Legolas as a function of v



Density variation: no flow
- No flow: smooth decrease in 

growth rate for larger densities 

Figure: Growth rate from Legolas as a function of equilibrium density



Density variation: with flow
- No flow: smooth decrease in 

growth rate for larger densities

- With flow: 3 apparent regimes

- Small parameter: largely unaltered

- Intermediate parameter: strong 

damping

- Large parameter: fully damped

- Tearing mode fully damped well 

before parameter reaches 1

- (Note: for the shown cases, 

plasma-𝛽 > 1 at transition)

Figure: Growth rate from Legolas as a function of equilibrium density



Propagation at an angle to the flow
- Angle 𝜃 between k and v

0

- Damping / enhancing of growth rate also angle dependent

Figure: Eigenmode comparison from Legolas as a function of the equilibrium velocity parameter



Conclusions
- Equilibrium flow has a strong influence on the tearing mode growth rate

- Both damping / enhancing

- Depends on velocity, density, and plasma-𝛽

→ be careful when assuming suppression of tearing modes

- Dependence of the growth rate on the resistivity is velocity dependent

- Introduction of equilibrium flow introduces new density dependence

Future efforts can focus on:

- Improvements to boundary conditions

- Alternative flow profiles

- Inclusion of viscosity and Hall effects


